rose stremlau "Stremlau reveals that, although allotment robbed the Cherokees of much of their land, it did not destroy their identity and culture. By focusing on continuity in family relationships, rather than upheaval and dramatic change at the political and economic level, Stremlau demonstrates the persistence of the Cherokee. This is an exceptional work." -Margaret D. Jacobs, University of Nebraska, Lincoln at bookstores or 800-848-6224 | www.uncpress
FEDERAL FATHERS AND MOTHERS

A Social History of the United States Indian
cathleen d. cahill "Cahill's extraordinary book examines the functioning of the Indian Service unlike any previous book. Her superb research makes important contributions not only to the history of American Indians but also to the history of U.S. development, understandings of internal colonialism, and the complex gendered and racial dimensions of Indian-white relations." -Linda Gordon, New York University 400 pages $45.00 cloth
THE HOUSE ON DIAMOND HILL
A Cherokee Plantation Story tiya miles
"This is one of the most thoughtful, beautifully written works of history on any topic that I have read in a long while. Miles has taken a complex set of issues that have been long obscured by a desire for a romantic and guilt-free past, and with grace and sensitivity, has completely rewritten history. Few people may realize that long island is still home to american indians, the region's original inhabitants. one of the oldest reservations in the united states-the poospatuck reservation-is located in suffolk county, the densely populated eastern extreme of the greater New York area. The unkechaug indians, known also by the name of their reservation, are recognized by the state of New York but not by the federal government. This narrative account-written by a noted authority on the algonquin peoples of long island-is the first comprehensive history of the unkechaug indians.
The norThern cheyenne exodUs In hIsTory and MeMory
By James N. Leiker and Ramon Powers The exodus of the Northern cheyennes in 1878 and 1879, an attempt to flee from indian Territory to their Montana homeland, is an important event in american indian history. in The Northern Cheyenne Exodus in History and Memory, James N. leiker and ramon powers explore how the event has been remembered, told, and retold. They examine the recollections of indians and settlers and their descendants, and they consider local history, mass-media treatments, and literature to draw thought-provoking conclusions about how this story has changed over time.
WInnIng The WesT WITh Words
Language and conquest in the Lower great Lakes By James Joseph Buss $34.95 Hardcover · 336 pages · 16 b&w illus.
indian removal was a process both physical and symbolic, accomplished not only at gunpoint but also through language. Winning the West with Words explores the ways nineteenth-century anglo-americans used language, rhetoric, and narrative to claim cultural ownership of the region that comprises presentday ohio, indiana, and illinois.
azTecs on sTage religious Theater in colonial Mexico
Edited by Louise M. Burkhart $24.95 paperback · 244 pages · 6 b&w illus.
Aztecs on Stage presents accessible english translations of six seventeenth and eighteenth-century Nahuatl plays. all are based on european dramatic traditions, such as the morality and passion plays; indigenous actors played the roles of saints, angels, devils-and even the virgin Mary and Jesus christ. louise M. burkhart's engaging introduction places the plays in historical context, while stage directions and annotations in the works provide insight into the Nahuas' production practices, which often incorporated elaborate sets, props, and special effects including fireworks and music.
